CAVA
Multimedia 360° show in the restored marble quarries in Arzo
CAVA wants to plunge with you into the magical landscape of Arzo's marble quarries. Many actors,
musicians, singers and dancers play with the history engraved in these stones and create new
thrilling stories out of them. An oneiric evening walk through lights and shadows will lead you to a
fantastical world, where you can still hear a quiet echo resounding like sea waves…
Onyrikon theatrical company
Directed by Juri Cainero
Choreography: Beatriz Navarro Hernandez
Assistant and vocal arrangements: Neda Cainero
Performers: Valentin Benoit, Estelle N’tsende, Eva Poussel-Barbera, Florent Thiollet, Alexia Vidal,
Florian Bessler, Anna Kiskanç, Aurora Tomasoni.
Drama consultant and stage manager: Daniele Bianco.
Costume, props and scenography: Kaspar Ludwig, Mafalda Da Camera, Juri Cainero
Live music by Onyrikon, Goccia di Voci Choir, Musica Aurora
Special guest and artistic supervision by Gardi Hutter
Cave di Marmo, CH-6864 Arzo/Mendrisio
Debut: 11th May 2018
Other shows: 12th, 17th, 18th and 19th May 2018
All five evening shows starting at 8.45pm
Spare dates in case there is bad weather, see website: http://cavaviva.ch/spettacolo
Ticket
Reservation required (max. 200 spectators)
on the website / form
http://cavaviva.ch/spettacolo/prenotazione
by phone

+41 77 463 88 85 Monday, Wednesday, Friday at 9-12 h

About quarries of Arzo
The quarries of Arzo are a place where for centuries many people dug and extracted stones from
the earth's darkness to bring their beauty to light.
It was a very hard work, so what pushes people to dig? The desire to decorate their homes and
temples? The need to make a living? Probably both, but poetically we can identify a symbol in the
extraction of stone, noble and tremendous at the same time: to bring to light and to disembowel.
The quarry is a bite in the mountain, a half revealed secret, what was underneath is now on the
surface.
The stories of the generations who worked here overlap with the geological history that the stone
carvers made visible without realizing. Now, an apparent calm reigns over the quarries, however
all these stories have remained in the air or, better said, in the rock. Millions of years are engraved
in the memory of the stone. Geologists can read the past of the marble's lines just like gypsies
read the future through the lines of a hand's palm. The stones tell the sea's story to those who can
listen to it.
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